Abstract. A criterion is given for the Lp boundedness of a class of spectral multiplier operators associated to left-invariant, homogeneous subelliptic second-order differential operators on nilpotent Lie groups, generalizing a theorem of Hörmander for radial Fourier multipliers on Euclidean space. The order of differentiability required is half the homogeneous dimension of the group, improving previous results in the same direction.
sup||z/(|-|)zn(i-)||L2(Rn) <oo for some a > zz/2 [H] . It is actually independent of the choice of n. Specialized to radial multipliers m(|^|), the hypothesis becomes
(1) sup||z/(-)m(i-)||L2(E) <oo, still for some a > n/2. This order of differentiability is essentially optimal, even in the radial case. For if m(s) = sn for 5 e M+, where tel, then m(x) = cn x\x\~n~n where \cn T| ~ |t|"/2 as |t| -> oo [S2, pp. 51-52] . Thus the multiplier operator is readily seen to be of weak type (1,1) with a bound which grows at least as fast as |t|"' , which is comparable to the bound in (1) with a = zz/2 .
In the radial case we are dealing with spectral functions of the Laplace operator A. From this point of view it is more natural to write a multiplier operator as Tf(Q = m(\i\2) M) so that T = m(A). It is straightforward to check that m satisfies (1) if and only if zzz(-) does, so the formulation of the multiplier theorem is unaffected by the change of variables.
One can ask for results of this type for spectral multipliers of other operators. Consider the following class of subelliptic differential operators on nilpotent groups. Let g be a finite-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra, and suppose that i=\ as a vector space where [g;, g^] c g/+ for all i, j, and that gj generates g as a Lie algebra. Let G be the associated connected, simply connected Lie group. Consider any finite subset {Xk} of g, which spans g,. Each Xk may be identified with a unique left-invariant vector field on G, which we also denote by Xk . Then ir = -J2 Xk is a left-invariant second-order differential operator. It is selfadjoint (its domain is {/ 6 L2(G) : &f e L2(G)} ). LP(G) will be defined with respect to Haar measure, which is bi-invariant. Sf admits a spectral resolution S? = J0°° XdPx. Concerning the spectral theorem we employ the notation and results in [RS] . Any bounded, Borel measurable function m on [0, oo) defines a bounded operator /»oo (2) m(5f) = / zrz(A) dP, Jo on L (G). Associated to such a group is its so-called homogeneous dimension
Our multiplier theorem is then Theorem 1. Suppose m is a continuous function on R+ which satisfies (I) for some a > D/2. Then m(5?) extends to an operator bounded on LP(G) for all p e (1, oo ) and of weak type (1, 1).
Corollary 2. For each p e (1, oo) and e > 0 there exists C < oo such that for all t £ R, S'^ is bounded on LP(G) with operator norm not exceeding
Another special case is that of Riesz means: For R > 0 and ß e C let [FS, have shown that a > 3D/2 + 3 suffices in Theorem 1. Hulanicki and Jenkins [HJ] proved that if m has compact support and belongs to C for some k larger than D/2+l then m(2f) is given by convolution with an L kernel. Earlier de Michèle and Mauceri obtained a result on the Heisenberg group which concerns more general operators than spectral multipliers, but which assumes a higher order of differentiability for m. Müller [Mü] has also obtained related results on the Heisenberg group. A very general result of Stein [S1 ] applies when m is of Laplace transform type, a much more restrictive condition. We do not know whether the condition a > D/2 is necessary, as in the Euclidean case.
We are grateful to David Jerison for several helpful conversations and to Nicholas Varopoulos for calling the problem to our attention.
The main difficulty here is to translate comparatively abstract information on the spectral multiplier side into concrete control of convolution kernels, so that the Calderón-Zygmund theory of singular integrals might be invoked. Our proof is merely a refinement of the method of Hulanicki and Stein, who rely heavily on certain information on the fundamental solution for the heat equation
or equivalently on the semigroup e . Their basic estimate is that, roughly speaking, the fundamental solution decays exponentially as |jc| -> oo , for fixed t. Subsequently Jerison and Sánchez-Calle [JS] have shown that the decay is -c\x\0 (e ) (see below for the precise statement), which gives some immediate improvement on the result of Hulanicki and Stein. In order to obtain the putative optimal value a = D/2 + e we also need to exploit L information derived from the spectral theorem in a sharper way.
To any L°° Borel measurable spectral multiplier m corresponds a unique tempered distribution, which we denote by in , on G such that m(S?)f = f*m for all f e S", the Schwartz class on G. Let us hypothesize once and for all that all functions considered as spectral multipliers are to be Borel measurable. There is an analogue of Plancherel's theorem in our context:
Sharper decay estimates have been proved by Davies [D] , Kusuoka and Stroock [KSI, KS2] , Melrose [M] and Varopoulos [V] . However in the present context of the sublaplacian on a stratified nilpotent group, the exponential squared decay is an immediate consequence of earlier work of -I I2 Hulanicki and Jenkins, who prove that J h{x)e dx < oo for some e > 0 . See Lemma 1.13
of [HJ] . Jo A
The proof is deferred until the end of the paper. We may assume henceforth that D > 2, whence a > l, for otherwise we are in R where all is known already.
For r > 0 define 6r : g >-> g by ôrX = r1 X for X e g , and extend by linearity. The exponential map identifies G with g, so we may regard the ôr instead as maps from G to itself. They are group automorphisms. Fix a homogeneous norm, that is, a function | • | : G y-* [O, oo), C°° away from 0, with |x | = 0 <=> x = 0 where the latter 0 denotes the group identity element, and \Srx\ = r\x\ for all r e M.+, x e G. Let dp = tD/2 dt/t on M+ .
Denote by ht(x) the heat kernel e-'*f = f*ht for all f e L2. Then ht(x) = t~D,2h{Sri,ix), where h e <9> (see for instance [FS] ). Clearly ||/* ht\\2 -* 0 as t -> oo for all / e L ; in other words \\e~tS7]|2 -» 0. Therefore \\ j¿ dPx(f)\\2 -» 0 as e -» 0. Consequently the point A = 0 may be neglected in the spectral resolution, and we should regard our spectral multipliers as functions on R+ rather than on [0, oo). The fundamental estimate of [JS] is (3) \h(x)\ < Ce~c°lx{2 for some c0, C e R+ . Let zzz satisfy (1) for some a > D/2, and for the present assume m is supported in (\,2) .
The strategy of the proof is to express m in terms of {e : t e M }. Following Hulanicki and Stein we make the substitution zc = e~~ and set zz(zc) = zrz(A) = zrz(-logzc).
n is supported on (e , e ' ) ; extend it by 0 so as to regard it as a function on [-n, n]. Then n e La since this space is difleomorphism-invariant. We wish to decompose zz as the sum of blocks X^<i/i<2;+l aie' * > waeTe J runs from 0 to oo, but at the same time would like the blocks to inherit the property of vanishing identically in some fixed neighborhood of 0. The following elementary result is an adequate compromise. It is proved by taking the Fourier series for zz and introducing an appropriately smooth partition of unity in the Fourier transform variable.
Not every such expression helps; we were unable to obtain even Corollary 2 from the subordination identity 5?" = cx /0°° e~tSe i""f .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 4. n may be decomposed on [-n, n] as Y?JLonj wnere n\ is periodic, so that
(1) ñj(l) = 0 unless 2j < \l\ < 2j+2 (0 < / < 4 when 7 = 0),
\nj{K)\ + \£inj{k)\<CN2~iN\\m\\ for all \k\ < e~\ for all N<oo.
\\m\\ will denote ||zn||L2(R+). " denotes the Fourier transform on [-71,71] .
Condition (2) just expresses the fact that n e La, while (3) for some e > 0. This is < Cp if p is sufficiently close to 1, since |x| > B2i+2.
The next step is to sum over j. We already know that m e L (G). But more is true at infinity: letting Ak = {2 <|x|<2+1}, (5) \\m\\I2,,,<C2~ka forfc>0.
For if c, is chosen large enough relative to B ,
j<k-ci j<k-ct for any N, while -ka E n*A'w*c E 2--<c2-.
j>k-cl j>k-ct \Ak\ ~ 2D , which we have used above, so Holder's inequality gives
Thus m e L , provided a > D/2. In particular we have proved that if m is compactly supported in R+ and m e La, then m(^f) is bounded on all Lp .
Moreover Xnm(X) e L2 for all n e Z+, still assuming compact support of m . [Xnm(X)f = ¿2fnm , so we conclude that ¿zf"m e L2(G) and satisfies (5), for all n .
In order to remove the restriction that m have compact support we exploit the dilation-invariance of Sf. For any function f on G and any í e R+ set dj(x) = f(ôtx). Then d~xS?dt = t2£?, so d:xa(S?)dt = a(t25?) for any a e L°°(R+). Define a'(X) = a(tX). Then for any fef, formally a\&)f = dr¡/2o(J?)dtmf = dt-m(d¿pf*o) = rD/2f * (</,_,/, à) so that (6) a(x) = rDI2d(ôt-mx).
Let m be a continuous function on R+ satisfying (1) for some a > D/2, with no restriction on its support. Decompose m = X¡,ezm where nr1' is supported on (2j~l, 2j+l), and so that if v(i)(X) = mU)(2JX), then uU) e L2 uniformly in j . Combining (5) and (6) This follows from (7) and (8), using the fact that there exists M < oo such that for any h supported on a compact set, -S? h e L => h e C . Since convolution with the distribution m defines an operator bounded on L , the lemma implies Theorem 1 by standard Calderón-Zygmund analysis.
It remains only to prove Proposition 3. Consider any compact subinterval Since à e L , this converges to ||r>||2 as / -> 0. We conclude that property, and b is arbitrary, so there exists a unique sigma-finite Borel measure on R+ satisfying 11*11? = H \a\2(X) dp(X) Jo for all a with compact support in [0, oo) . From the uniqueness and from (6) it follows that p is homogeneous of degree D/2 -1, which forces dp = cXD,2dX/X.
Since this paper was completed, our principal result has been reproved in a simple way, and extended, by Mauceri and Meda [MM] . We hope that our method nonetheless may be of some value.
